
Modern software has fully embraced the “API-first” approach. The only way to consume services is through a 

well-defined API. (Synack uses this approach internally.) Although the name has changed over the years (SOA, 

Microservices, etc.), API is here to stay with all of its benefits and security challenges. More and more Synack 

clients are elevating their API to first tier for testing purposes, knowing that all application-layer attacks will require 

the API at some point. Here’s what Synack can do to help organizations gain confidence in their API Security:

Vulnerability Discovery and Penetration Testing

Synack offers two major services that address API security:

API Security Testing
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Crowdsourced Vulnerability Discovery (CVD)

Synack’s Crowdsourced Vulnerability Discovery 

finds vulnerabilities by setting  creative hackers on 

an unstructured hunt through your API and common 

workflows. Our vetted crowd of top-notch security 

researchers, the Synack Red Team (SRT), is unleashed 

through a secure platform to test selected client 

assets. Synack Red Team researchers are incentivized 

through a fast-paying bug bounty model to find 

vulnerabilities and submit reports on their findings for 

verification and remediation. The unstructured testing 

methodology of Crowdsourced Vulnerability Discovery 

mimics actual attack attempts that adversaries use to 

exploit vulnerabilities.

Crowdsourced Penetration Testing (CPT)

Synack’s Crowdsourced Penetration Testing builds 

on Synack CVD. It can add penetration testing 

style checks for weaknesses, the Synack Attacker 

Resistance Score, and a more detailed, human-written 

summary report. Security teams come back with 

better data and reports to harden their APIs and API 

consumers.  

The target can be a web application or  a mobile app 

to allow important workflows using the API to be 

thoughtfully tested.
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How Does it Work?

At kick-off, API engagements require extra pre-testing planning. Synack Red Team members use the API 

documentation and common workflows to better prep. This means security testing is more efficient, 

and can yield more effective time on target.  Typically, this includes the mobile or web front-end in 

conjunction with direct API calls.

Other information to launch API testing includes:

• Determine Point of Contact

• Determine the target environment (Production vs. Staging)

• Assemble existing high-quality API documentation

• Decide which API Workflows and Use Cases to test

• Advise on sanitization or protection of data as needed

• Ensure production is not jeopardized by testing (if applicable)

• Catalog known vulnerabilities (to avoid duplicates)

• Obtaining test credentials

• Validation of API and Endpoints

Thanks to the pre-testing prep by the Synack Red Team and the scanning results from Synack’s Hydra, 

suspected vulnerabilities are often in the mind of researchers before the official testing launch. All testing 

occurs via Synack’s LaunchPoint, which monitors attack traffic to help ensure no API call is left untested. 

The Synack Mission Ops team works with the API testers to handle any questions or concerns during their 

vulnerability hunting.

To get started, visit synack.com or contact a Synack representative.


